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a b s t r a c t
Inspired by the new TOTEM data on elastic pp scattering at 13 TeV, we study the possibility to describe
D
all the diffractive collider data (σtot , dσel /dt, ρ ≡ Re A /Im A, σlowM
) in a wide interval of energy (0.0625
to 13 TeV) in the framework of a two-channel eikonal model. We show that a satisfactory description
can be achieved without an odd-signature (Odderon) exchange contribution. We consider the possible
role of the QCD Odderon which may improve the description of ρ and discuss the importance of the
odd-signature term if the amplitude were to exceed the black disc limit.
© 2018 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3 .

1. Motivation
TOTEM have recently published very detailed data on elastic
proton–proton scattering at 13 TeV at the LHC, covering the very
low t region1 and up to the region of the diffractive dip and well
beyond [1,2]. The goal of this paper is to describe these data together with elastic and diffractive data at other collider energies.
We use a two-channel eikonal model. In addition to the dominant even-signature amplitude, we discuss the role of the oddsignature (Odderon) amplitude. Moreover we study the present
situation concerning information on low-mass diffractive dissociation. Recall that the multi-channel eikonal model is written, in
the Good–Walker formalism [3], in terms of diffractive eigenstates;
D
and the experimental information on low-mass diffraction, σlowM
,
controls the relative contributions of the different diffractive eigenstates.
Finally, we discuss the high-energy behaviour of the elastic amplitude for a central collision. That is, at impact parameter b = 0.

We use a two-channel eikonal model which is based on the
two-particle unitarity equation,

2Im A el (b) = | A el (b)| + G inel (b),

*

φi | A |φk  = A ik = A i δik .

(1)

Corresponding author.
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1
The behaviour of the cross section at very low t samples Coulomb interference
and allows a measure of the real part of the amplitude.

(2)

For each individual eigenstate the elastic amplitude is given by the
one-channel eikonal expression





A (b) = i 1 − e −(b)/2 .

(3)

The incoming ‘beam’ proton wave function is written as a superposition of the diffractive eigenstates

| p =

2. Description on the model

2

in impact parameter, b, space. This accounts for the possibility of
proton dissociation p → N ∗ , not only in the ﬁnal state, but also
in an intermediate state. That is the model includes rescattering
like p → N ∗ → N ∗ → p etc. The beautiful and convenient way to
accomplish this is to use the Good–Walker formalism [3], and to
introduce diffractive eigenstates |φi  which diagonalize the diffractive amplitude



ai |φi ,

(4)

and similarly for the incoming ‘target’ proton. In this formalism the
pp elastic cross section is given by


2




2
2
−ik (b)/2 
 d2 b e iqt ·b
=
|
a
|
|
a
|
(
1
−
e
)
i
k

 ,
dt
4π 

i ,k

dσel

1 

(5)

where −t = qt2 , and the opacity ik (b) corresponds to the interaction between states φi and φk . Also the ‘total’ low-mass diffractive
cross section is of the form
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σel+SD+DD =

d2 b



2



|ai |2 |ak |2 (1 − e −ik (b)/2 ) ,

(6)

i ,k

where SD includes the single dissociation of one or the other proton, and DD is the cross section for events where both protons
dissociate. So the low-mass diffractive dissociation cross section is
D
σlowM
= σel+SD+DD − σel ,

(7)

where σel+SD+DD corresponds to all possible low-mass dissociation
caused by the dispersion of the Good–Walker eigenstate scattering
amplitudes. A more detailed description of the model is given in
[4].
As mentioned above, we use a two-channel eikonal, i , k = 1, 2.
Each eigenstate has its own coupling v i to the Pomeron, with its
own t dependence parametrised in the parametric form

F i (t ) = exp(−(b i (c i − t ))di + (b i c i )di ),

(8)
di

where c i is added to avoid the singularity t in the physical region
of t < 4m2π . Note that F i (0) = 1. The six parameters b i , c i , di , together with the intercept and slope of the Pomeron trajectory are
tuned to describe the elastic scattering data, paying particular atD
tention to the observed energy behaviour of σlowM
, at all available
√
collider energies, s.
The opacity ik corresponding to the scattering between eigenstates φi | and |φk  is given by one-Pomeron exchange



ik (b) =

d 2 qt
4π 2

e iqt ·b ik (t = −qt2 ) ,

with

ik (t ) = v i F i (t ) v k F k (t )

(9)
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The situation at 13 TeV is not so evident. At the moment there
D
are no TOTEM data for σlowM
. However we can compare the values
of the inelastic cross sections measured by ATLAS [13] and CMS
[14] with the total and elastic cross section given by TOTEM [15].
A small complication is that ATLAS measure σinel = 68.1 ± 0.6 ± 1.3
mb, using events where at least one particle carries a momentum
fraction ξ > 10−6 . This corresponds to M X > 13 GeV. On the other
hand, CMS use the CASTOR detector to cover the region down to
ξ > 10−7 on one side of the interaction point. In other words CMS
collect events for all processes except for the possible dissociative
pp → X + Y , with M Y < 4.1 GeV on one side and M X < 13 GeV
on the other side [14]. If we compare the two CMS results then we
can estimate

dσ D
dln( M 2X )

=

σinel (ξY > 10−7 , ξ X > 10−6 ) − σinel (ξ X , ξY > 10−6 )
2ln( M X / M Y )
(13)

=

68.6 − 67.5

0.48 mb.

2ln(13/4.1)

This CMS number is in agreement with the ATLAS data [16] at
7 TeV on dσ /d η F for events with rapidity gaps and with the theoretical estimates of [17,4]. Taking (14), we can evaluate the cross
section of events with M X ,Y < 3.4 GeV to be equal to 70.1 mb.
Thus the cross section of dissociation up to the canonical M X =
3.4 GeV is
D
σlowM
= σtot − σel − σinel ( M X > 3.4)

= 110.6 − 31 − 70.1


s

αP (t )−1

s0

(10)

and s0 = 1 GeV2 .
3. Low-mass proton dissociation
Note that if the amplitudes are identical, A i = A, then the interaction will not destroy the coherence of the original proton wave
function (4). Then the ﬁnal state that we observe will be only the
D
proton, while the probability of dissociation given by σlowM
will be
D
zero. That is, a larger value of σlowM indicates a larger dispersion
between the amplitudes A i .
A model with a large number of Good–Walker components may
account for different proton excitations and in this way describe
dσ /dM X , where M X is the mass of the system after the p → X
dissociation. In our t-channel eikonal analysis we use only one effective N ∗ state, assuming that it includes all the excitations up to
M X = 3.4 GeV, the mass value used by TOTEM collaboration [5] to
separate proton dissociations into low- and high-mass states.2
D
Experimentally the situation for measurements of σlowM
is far
from clear. At the relatively low [6,7] and ISR energies [8–12]
D
σlowM
∼ 0.3 σel ∼ 2.5 mb,

(11)

while at 7 TeV TOTEM [5] reported a much smaller value for the
D
ratio σlowM
/σel
D
σlowM
∼ 2.6 ± 2.2 mb ∼ 0.1 σel .

(14)

9 mb.

(15)
(16)

D
A comparison of (12) and (16) shows that the value of σlowM
increases about three times in the relatively small energy interval
from 7 to 13 TeV. This is very strange. Within this rather small
D
lns interval we expect the variation of σlowM
to be of the order
of 0.5 mb. Note, however, that the estimate (16) is obtained from
the difference of two large numbers coming from different experiments3 with their own normalization uncertainties like ±3.4 mb
for σtot (TOTEM) and ±1.6 mb for σinel (CMS).4 The results of
the model description that we shall present in Section 6 give
D
σlowM
= 5.0 and 5.4 mb at 7 and 13 TeV respectively. In view of
the uncertainties just discussed above, the model values are consistent with all data.

4. Real part of the elastic pp amplitude
At high energy the elastic scattering amplitude is dominantly
imaginary. The ratio Re A /Im A is about 0.1 and the real part plays
a very small role in the low t region (except of the Coulomb interference). Nevertheless for a detailed description of the present
very precise data we must account for this contribution. Therefore
in (5) we have to keep the full complex opacity ik (b) in the formula for the elastic amplitude





A ik (b) = 1 − e −ik (b)/2 .

(17)

For Pomeron exchange we have the even-signature factor

ηeven = [1 + exp(−iπαP (t))]

(18)

(12)

Recall that stronger absorptive corrections can decrease the ratio.

2
High-mass dissociation is described separately in terms of triple-Regge diagrams.

3
If we replace σinel (ξ > 10−6 ) = 67.5 ± 1.6(lumi) mb [14] by the ATLAS value of
68.1 ± 1.3(lumi) mb [13] then we ﬁnd the bit smaller value of about 8 mb in (16).
4
It is also possible that the value of dσ D /dln( M 2X ) may be a bit larger for a lower
M X value, in particular due to secondary Reggeon contributions, see Fig. 9 of [17].
D
This would enlarge σinel and therefore decrease σlowM
a little; though, however, less
than 0.5 mb.
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for the ‘even’ part of the opacity ik (b), where α P (t ) is the
Pomeron trajectory. If we keep only the even-signature contribution, the real part of the elastic amplitude satisﬁes the usual
dispersion relation and its value can be calculated at t = 0 from
the known total cross section. Indeed, up to collider energies of
√
s = 8 TeV, the experimental results for ρ ≡ Re A /Im A |t =0 are
consistent with those deduced from the dispersion relation for the
even-signature amplitude (see, for example, [18]).
However, at 13 TeV the TOTEM collaboration [1] have reported
a measurement of ρ = 0.09 − 0.10 with an uncertainty ±0.01
which is signiﬁcantly lower than ρ = 0.135 expected by the conventional COMPETE analysis [19]. If this difference were to be explained in the even-signature approach, it would indicate a slower
√
growth of the total cross section with s than that given by the
COMPETE parametrization, as stated in [15]. On the other hand, the
TOTEM [15] measured value of the total cross section at 13 TeV

σtot = 110.6 ± 3.4 mb

(19)

is even a bit larger than that given by COMPETE [19].
5. Odderon exchange
Another way to obtain a smaller value of ρ is to include the
odd-signature (Odderon) contribution in the opacity ik (b). The
odd-signature factor with αOdd close to 1

ηodd = [1 − exp(−iπαOdd (t))]

(20)

gives an almost real contribution to the elastic amplitude. The
Odderon is expected in perturbative QCD,5 see in particular
[20–22]. However the naive estimates show that its contribution
is rather small; say, ρOdd ∼ 1mb/σtot  0.01 [23] at the LHC
energies. The discovery of the long-awaited, but experimentally
elusive, Odderon would be very welcome news for the theoretical community. Indeed, there have been several attempts to prove
its existence experimentally (see, for example, [24–26] for comprehensive reviews and references).
It is important to note that the Odderon contribution must be
included in the opacity ik (b), and not directly in the elastic amplitude, since (17) is the general form of the solution of the twoparticle unitarity equation where ik includes the full two-particle
irreducible component of the interaction amplitude. Provided we
include the odd-signature contribution to ik (b) via (17) we automatically account for the absorptive effect caused by elastic rescattering.6
6. Results for the model description of the data
Using the two-channel eikonal model with a small set of parameters, we attempt to describe all the diffractive data (σtot ,
D
dσel /dt , ρ ≡ Re A /Im A, σlowM
) over a wide range of collider en√
ergies (from s = 0.0625 to 13 TeV) and a large interval of t from
0 up to 1 GeV2 . The data correspond to more than four orders of
magnitude variation for dσel /dt.
In the model the proton is described by a superposition of two
diffractive eigenstates, (4), with form factors parametrised as in (8)
and with coupling to Pomeron exchange given by

v 1,2 =
5

√

σ0 (1 ± γ ).

Fig. 1. The 2013 description of the pp (and p p̄) elastic data up to 7 GeV in model
2 of [4], together with the prediction for 13 TeV. The references for the data are
given in [4]; note that the Tevatron experiments cover data at 1.8 and 1.96 TeV. The
recent TOTEM 13 TeV data [1,2] are superimposed on the plot; they are hard to
distinguish from the prediction, except for an interval about t = −0.3 GeV2 where
they lie above.

The Pomeron trajectory is parametrised as

α P (t ) = 1 +

+ αP t.

(22)

In addition to the constant slope, α P , of the Pomeron trajectory,
we insert the π -loop contribution as proposed in [32], impleembodies the BFKL effects
mented as in [33,34]. The parameter
which give
∼ 0.2 − 0.3 and the renormalization7 caused by the
Pomeron loop insertions which decrease the resulting values of .
The original implementation of this model [4] described all the
diffractive data existing up to 2013 in terms of only even-signature
exchange. That is only the Pomeron contribution to ik (b). At that
time there were a few local χ 2 minima in parameter space corresponding to equally good descriptions of the data. In fact we
found, and presented [4], four versions of the model which gave
good descriptions of all the elastic data available up to 7 TeV. In
Fig. 1 we reproduce the 2013 description of the elastic data up
to 7 TeV given by version 2 of the model, which also showed the
prediction made for dσel /dt at 13 TeV. In addition we have superimposed on this ﬁgure the recent TOTEM measurement made at
13 TeV. The agreement at 13 TeV is surprisingly good. So what is
D
the problem? The deﬁciency is in values of σlowM
. Version 2 of the
D
model has values of σlowM
which are too small and no longer in
D
agreement with the experimental information on σlowM
discussed
in Section 3. The version 2 values of the cross section for lowD
= 1, 2.8, 3.1 mb at 0.0625,
mass diffractive dissociation are σlowM

(21)

QCD is the SU ( N = 3) gauge theory which contains the spin = 1 particle (gluon)

and (for N > 2) the symmetric colour tensor, dabc . Due to these facts in perturbative
QCD there exists a colourless C -odd t-channel state (formed from three gluons) with
intercept, αOdd , close to 1.
6
More details on the inclusion of the Odderon can be found in [27,28].

7
Note that multi-Pomeron diagrams, in particular fan diagrams, also have an affect on the ‘effective’ Pomeron form factor, (8), tuned to describe the data. We do
not explicitly include these multi-Pomeron diagrams in our simpliﬁed two-channel
eikonal model in order to keep a clear physical structure of the interaction amplitude. The possible effects of these multi-Pomeron diagrams is allowed for by the
renormalized parameters of the Pomeron trajectory and the Pomeron Good–Walker
eigenstate couplings.
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Table 1
The values of the parameters in the two-channel eikonal
ﬁt to elastic pp scattering data in which particular attenD
tion is paid to the value of σlowM
and to the behaviour
of the GW eigenstates. The values of the parameters in
the 2013 column correspond to version 2 of the original 2013 analysis [4] (see Fig. 1), while the last column
shows the values corresponding to the present description of the data (see Fig. 2). The ﬁrst four rows give the
values of parameters connected to the Pomeron trajectory and its couplings, and the last seven rows list the
parameters which specify the Good–Walker diffractive
eigenstates.

Fig. 2. As for Fig. 1, but now retuning the model to describe also the new TOTEM 13
TeV data [2]. The description at 7 and 13 TeV is shown in more detail in the region
of the diffractive dip by the continuous curves in Fig. 3.

7, 13 TeV respectively, which are too small. However, if we retune
the values of the parameters of version 2 (in particular, enlarging
the value of γ and make small adjustments to the form factors
of the diffractive eigenstates) then we obtain the equally good description of the elastic data shown in Fig. 2, together with
D
σlowM
= 2.35, 5.0, 5.4 mb at 0.0625, 7, 13 TeV

(23)

2013

2018

α P (GeV−2 )
σ0 (mb)
γ

0.115
0.11
33
0.4

0.13
0.052
23
0.56

|a1 |2
b1 (GeV−2 )
c 1 (GeV2 )
d1
b2 (GeV−2 )
c 2 (GeV2 )
d2

0.25
8.0
0.18
0.63
6.0
0.58
0.47

0.505
10.0
0.233
0.462
4.9
0.52
0.47

Table 2
The predictions of the elastic and diffractive observables resulting
from the description of the presently available data.

√

s
(TeV)

ρ

0.1
0.546
1.8
7
8
13
100

0.141
0.129
0.121
0.113
0.112
0.109
0.099

σtot

σel

mb

mb

B el (t = 0)
(GeV−2 )

D
σlow
M

48.3
64.6
78.1
95.5
97.4
104.2
136.2

8.8
13.8
18.2
24.1
24.7
27.1
38.6

12.6
14.8
16.7
19.1
19.4
20.4
25.4

2.6
3.5
4.2
5.0
5.1
5.4
6.9

mb

respectively. Now the values do not contradict the experimental
information discussed in Section 3, when we account for the experimental uncertainties. The values of the parameters of the 2013
and 2018 descriptions of the data are shown in Table 1. The observables as a function of energy corresponding to the present
description of the data are shown in Table 2. It is informative to
show in more detail in Fig. 3 (by continuous curves) the description of Fig. 2 in the region of the diffractive dip for the 7 and 13
TeV data.
6.1. The Odderon contribution
Before we discuss a possible Odderon contribution, we can see
from Fig. 4 that, even without an Odderon, the model produces
a rather small value of ρ ≡ Re A /Im A = 0.109 at 13 TeV, more or
less compatible with the recent TOTEM result [1]. However what
about our model value of σtot at 13 TeV? The present version of
the model (constrained by the experimental information on lowD
, of Section 3) has a ﬂatter energy
mass proton dissociation, σlowM
behaviour of the total cross section. We slightly overestimate σtot
at 62.5 GeV and underestimate σtot at 13 TeV, but are still in agreement with the data to within 1.5σ .
What happens if we include an Odderon contribution? In order not to introduce too many extra parameters, we use the same
couplings for the odd-signature terms to the two different diffractive Good–Walker eigenstates. We parametrize the odd-signature
amplitude as

A odd (s, t ) = sσOdd exp( B Odd t )

(24)

Fig. 3. The description of the 7 and 13 TeV data in the region of the diffractive dip
enlarged from Fig. 2. In addition, the dashed curves show the effect of the Odderon
if its contribution with σOdd = 1.5 mb were to be included with the even-signature
amplitude corresponding to the model used to obtain Fig. 2.
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7. Does the pp-amplitude exceed the black disc limit?
Naive predictions based on a Donnachie–Landshoff parametrization [35] show that the black disc limit is exceeded for central
(b = 0) elastic pp collisions at LHC energies. That is, Im A (s, b =
0) > 1. It is therefore relevant to ask if the LHC data respect this
limit.
Recall that the imaginary part of the high-energy elastic amplitude in impact parameter space is given by

Im A (b) =

1

1



Im A (t ) exp(−ib · qt ) d2 qt

(2π )2 2s

(25)

√

where qt = −t, and the values of Im A (t ) can be calculated directly from the data for the differential elastic cross section9

|Im A (t )|2 =

16π s2 dσelN
1 + ρ 2 |dt |

(26)

,

with a small contribution (∼ 1%) coming from
obtain


Im A (b) =
Fig. 4. The energy dependence of the ρ = Re A /Im A ratio. The data are taken
from [1,29–31]; the ﬁrst two data points correspond to p p̄ scattering and the last
two to pp scattering. The values of ρ given by the model are shown by the solid
curve. The dashed (p p̄) and dot-dashed (pp) curves correspond to an alternative behaviour of ρ obtained from a ‘global’ description of diffractive data which include a
QCD Odderon contribution calculated as described in the text.

where8 B Odd = 6 GeV−2 , and where the normalization corresponds
to Im A (t = 0) = sσtot . In other words we consider a QCD Odderon
with intercept αOdd (0) = 1, as was obtained in [22], and normalization given by the parameter σOdd . The simpliﬁed lowest αs calculation leads to σOdd = 0.8 mb [23]. With such a small coupling
of O (1 mb) the Odderon is almost invisible in Fig. 2.
Recall that, for αOdd (0) = 1, Odderon-exchange is real, see (20).
Thus we have essentially no interference term. The Odderon contribution only becomes visible in the dip region (see Fig. 3) where
the imaginary part of the even-signature amplitude vanishes; and
in the region of very small t where it interferes with the Coulomb
(γ -exchange) term.
Note that the Odderon decreases the value of ρ ≡ Re A /Im A
in pp collisions, while simultaneously enlarging ρ in p p̄ collisions, see Fig. 4. Since the Odderon contribution must be added
to the opacity and is screened in the full amplitude by Pomeron
exchange it affects the value of ρ at 13 TeV less than at 541
GeV where it was measured by the UA4 collaboration [31] for
p p̄ scattering, again see Fig. 4. In particular, setting the parameter
σOdd = 1.5 mb we have ρ = −0.005 at 13 TeV and ρ = +0.012
at 541 GeV.
Recall that we showed the role of the Odderon in the dip region
in more detail in Fig. 3. We may conclude that even without the
Odderon the model could be tuned to be consistent with the elastic data. However, a small Odderon comparable with the expectations of QCD may improve the agreement with the measurements
on ρ , and not spoil the description of dσel /dt in the dip region,
bearing in mind the uncertainties.

8
Note that the C-odd and isospin = 0 state does not couple to the pion. Thus the
Odderon only feels the centre of the proton, and not the pion cloud. Therefore it
is reasonable to assume that the Odderon slope, B Odd , is lower than that for the
even-signature (Pomeron) amplitude.

κ

dσelN

16π

d|t | 1 + ρ

2

J 0 (bqt )

qt dqt
4π

ρ 2 . In this way we

(27)

where J 0 is the Bessel function. Noting that Im A (t ) changes sign
at the diffractive dip, we have κ = +1 or −1 for |t | values below
or above this point.
There is some uncertainty since we do not know the t behaviour of the Re/Im ratio ρ . On the other hand, the value of
ρ ∼ 0.1 is rather small, and assuming a ﬂat behaviour (ρ = const
within the t interval relevant for the integral (27)) we are able to
calculate A (b) with suﬃcient accuracy. To obtain a rough estimate
of Im A (b = 0) we may further simplify (27) by assuming, in the
relevant |t | region, that the differential cross section is well described by a simple exponent dσelN /dt ∝ exp( B el t ). In such a case
we get

Im A (b = 0) =

σtot
4π B el

,

(28)

which we evaluate using the published experimental data for σtot
and B el . The results are presented in Table 3, where the errors have
been added in quadrature.
It is known that the proton–proton opacity, , increases with
energy and correspondingly increases the√value of A (0). Moreover
it was claimed in [40] that already at
s = 7 TeV the value of
Im A (b = 0) > 1 exceeds the black disk limit A = i. The surprising
new result is that the value obtained from (28) for the TOTEM data
at 13 TeV exceeds the limit by more than 3 standard deviations. If
conﬁrmed, what would this mean?
Recall that the expression (3), A (b) = i (1 − e −(b)/2 ), is the
most general solution of the unitarity equation (1). That is, in
order to obtain Im A (b) > 1 we need to have |Im(b)| > π . The
opacity  = even + odd contains both the even and odd signature terms. The imaginary contribution to  coming from the
even-signature part is strongly limited by dispersion relations. It
cannot exceed about 0.3–0.5. Such a large value, |Im(b)| > π , can
only come from an odd-signature contribution. For an exponential
parametrization A (t ) ∝ exp( Bt ) the value of odd reads

odd (b) = −i ηodd

σOdd −b2 /4B
.
e
4π B

(29)

9
The notation σ N means that to be precise we have to subtract from the measured elastic cross section the contributions caused by the pure Coulomb interaction
and by Coulomb-nuclear interference.
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Table 3
The values of central amplitude, A (b = 0), obtained from (28) using the total cross sections and elastic slopes
measured by UA4 [31], TOTEM [5,15,29,36,37] and ATLAS-ALFA [38,39] collaborations. Note that with present
normalization the black disk limit corresponds to ImA (b = 0) = 1.

√

s TeV

Im A (0)
Im A (0)

UA4: 0.541

LHC

2.76

7

8

13

0.84 ± 0.025

TOTEM
ATLAS

1.01 ± 0.043

1.01 ± 0.03
0.988 ± 0.02

1.045 ± 0.032
0.996 ± 0.015

1.11 ± 0.032

In order to get |Imodd | > π with a reasonable slope B = 6 GeV−2
we would need the parameter σOdd > 90 mb! This looks very unlikely.10 At present there is no model which can produce such a
large real amplitude for high-energy pp-scattering.11 If the value
of Im A (b = 0) > 1 were to be conﬁrmed, it would be an important hint in favour of a completely new strong interaction beyond
the Standard Model, which has never been observed before (for
√
s  1 TeV) and reveals itself only in the LHC energy region.12
But ﬁrst we must question the simpliﬁed formula (28). This
approximation was acceptable at CERN-ISR energies where the position of the diffractive dip was at larger |t |, (|t dip | 1.3 GeV2 ), and
where the maximum value of dσel /dt after the dip never exceeds
10−6 dσelN (t = 0)/dt. However, at the LHC the dip occurs at much
smaller |t | ∼ 0.5 GeV2 and the contribution of the negative amplitude, Im A (t ) < 0, to the integral (27) after the dip is not negligible.
Thus we must calculate the value of Im A (b = 0) more precisely
based on (27) and account for the fact that after the diffractive
dip (i.e. for |t | > 0.47 GeV2 at 13 TeV) the imaginary part of the
elastic amplitude changes sign. It turns out that at LHC energies
the contribution after the diffractive dip noticeably decreases the
value obtained for Im A (b = 0). The improved calculation gives

Im A (b = 0) = 1.026 .

(30)

Bearing in mind a normalization uncertainty of about 3% for σtot ,
this value is consistent with the statement that the amplitude does
not exceed black disk limit. In fact we performed the calculation
twice. First, we assumed a constant value ρ = 0.1 independent of
t, and second, we used the values of ρ (t ) given by the model described in Sections 2–4. The difference in Im A (b = 0) is negligible
(less than 0.002).
8. Conclusions
We have considered the new TOTEM data [2] on elastic pp
scattering at 13 TeV. We showed in Fig. 2 that a satisfactory description of the t distribution (and, in Fig. 4, the TOTEM measurement of ρ ≡ Re A /Im A [1]) can be obtained in the framework of a
two-channel eikonal model, even without the inclusion of an oddsignature (Odderon) contribution. However, the small addition of
a QCD Odderon contribution may slightly improve the agreement
with the data, especially for the ρ ratio. We emphasized, in Section 7, that if the value of the imaginary part of the amplitude at
some impact parameter b calculated from the 13 TeV data were
to exceed the black disc limit this would be a strong argument in
favour of a large odd-signature contribution. It is impossible to get

10
Formally such a large value of σOdd in a limited energy interval which includes 13 TeV does not violate unitarity. However, asymptotically as s → ∞ the
ratio Re A /Im A must tend to 0, as was shown in [28].
11
Recall that within our approach we are unable to reproduce such a large
Im A (0) > 1 and the model would prefer a smaller value of σtot of about 105 mb
at 13 TeV.
√
12
Note however, that the ATLAS-ALFA data at s = 7 and 8 GeV [38,39] are a bit
below the black disk limit and all the previous results are consistent with Im A (0) ≤
1 within the error bars.

Im A (b) > 1 without a large odd signature term (much larger than
that expected from the perturbative QCD Odderon).
On other hand when we improved the calculation of Im A (b),
for the precise TOTEM 13 TeV data accounting in (27) for the contribution from the large |t | region (after the diffractive dip) where
the imaginary part of the amplitude changes sign, we ﬁnd

Im A (b = 0) = 1.026.

(31)

Within the normalization error of about 3% this is consistent with
the ‘black disk limit’ Im A (b) ≤ 1.
We emphasize that actually the main analysis of this paper was
the description of all the diffractive data obtained for pp (and p p̄)
D
collisions (σtot , dσel /dt , ρ , σlowM
) over a wide range of collider
√
energies (from s = 0.0625 to 13 TeV) and a large interval of −t
from 0 up to 1 GeV2 , in terms of a two-channel eikonal model. In
this ‘global’ analysis, an overall satisfactory description of the data
could be achieved either without, or with the inclusion of a small
contribution from, a QCD Odderon.
Note that the two-channel ‘global’ description depends crucially
on the experimental information on low-mass proton dissociation,
D
σlowM
. The discussion in Section 3 has required us to increase the
D
values of σlowM
as compared to the values ﬁtted in our earlier
analyses. The consequence is that we have a ﬂatter energy dependence of the total cross section – we slightly overestimate the
measured value of σtot at 62.5 GeV and underestimate the value
measured at 13 TeV. That is, the overall description prefers a lower
value of σtot ∼ 105 mb at 13 TeV, instead of the measured value
σtot ∼ 110.6 ± 3.4 mb quoted by TOTEM [1]. We await more preD
cise experimental knowledge of σlowM
and further measurements
of ρ and σtot .
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